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Abstract
Robert Pirsig’s celebrated novel has lost little of its impact after 30 plus years, and still speaks to us in the West and our
highly technological society. None of the issues raised regarding our relation with technology have changed. As ﬁts the
schizophrenic pattern of the book, this article is arbitrarily divided into two disparate sections: the ﬁrst covers some of the
sources for the book and the range of critical views on the book. The second, a more speculative conclusion, drawing on a
contradiction in Pirsig’s text, looks forward to the books continuing relevance as we see the promise of a new dawn for
computers: quantum computing. I am unsure of how to equate the forceful rhetoric against dualism, with the facile
mystical acceptance of the Buddha residing in the circuits of a digital computer. This fracture in Pirsig’s work becomes
more visible when he talks of the Japanese term ‘mu’, meaning ‘no thing’. Binary computation is challenged by alternative
logics to binary logic. I examine these issues along with the current deﬁnitions of Pirsig’s quality. A future ‘deﬁnition’ of
Pirsig’s Quality could be the undecided state of a quantum computer (or quantum processes in the mind).
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Robert Pirsig’s celebrated novel1 (referred to as ‘the book’ below) has lost little of its impact after 30 plus
years, and beneﬁts from re-reading [2]. It still speaks to us in the West and our highly technological society.
None of the basic issues raised regarding our relation with technology have changed. Although the scale of the
problems caused by technology (including IT) or its misuse/mismanagement may appear greater and more
widespread [3]. Fears of and alienation from technology are in part due to invisible threats [4] as, for example,
the case of radioactive emissions from nuclear installations. For an alternate to Beck’s [4] trenchant views in
the Risk Society see The Skeptical Environmentalist [5].
As ﬁts the schizophrenic pattern of the book, this article is arbitrarily divided into two disparate
sections: the ﬁrst covers some of the sources for the book and the range of critical views on the book.
The second, a more speculative conclusion, drawing on a contradiction in Pirsig’s text, looks forward to the
books continuing relevance as we see the promise of a new dawn (Golden?) for computers: quantum
computing.
E-mail address: Alistair.Brudenell1@ntlworld.com
‘‘Of course the work practically invites discourtesy by refusing to be categorised either as ﬁction or as autobiography—one of the
dualities the book determinedly set out to break down’’ [1].
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2. Sources
On ﬁrst reading it is a mad, exiting motorcycle journey in search of a man’s lost ghost identity: the narrator
is pursing his old self which he calls Phaedrus. For an outline see Ref. [6]. The journey mainly involves the
narrator and his young son, who is riding pillion. There is an unsettling quality to the book exempliﬁed by the
following example: Pirsig cites [7] a poem by Goethe ‘‘Erlkonig’’, a Gothic ballad of 1782: which involves
a narrator, the child, the father, and the ‘alderking’, a goblinlike ‘king of the alder grove’: ‘‘How does it
(the poem) end?’’
In Failure—death of the child. The Ghost wins [8, p. 60].
The retrieval of Phaedrus, the reintegration of the personality that had been purged, means that this book is
at bottom an existential work of literature—But Chris’s father overcomes with the help of his son, the
electrically induced loss of being at the hands of psychiatric technology and persists in his pursuit of a truth
which goes beyond the usual meaning of the term as the Greeks and their philosophical, scientiﬁc and
technological heirs understand it. The personality which had ﬁrst pursued Quality was loveable to Chris
and the Erlkonig personality which had rejected the quest and participated instead in the attempted murder
of Phaedrus was existentially inauthentic [7, p. 92].
The narrative departs from Goethe’s poem as ‘‘it is not the Demonking who is threatening the child’s
psyche, but his father’’ [9]; the Phaedrus ﬁgure and the Erlkonig personality were disunited parts of the same
character, uniﬁed by the end of the book. It is of interest that Pirsig should draw on the structure of Goethe’s
poem as a basis for his own work: ‘‘it offers a root metaphor which is worked over again and again, ﬁnally to
be stood on its head by the happy ending of the book’’ [7]. Pirsig also has a (self-)acknowledged debt to
Thoreu’s Walden [10], the one book the narrator carries with him. An idea of Pirsig’s sources [11] helps with
regard his critics.
3. Criticism
The book was met with hyperbolic critical acclaim (for a list of reviews see Ref. [12, p. 338–340], which for
the most part it has lived up to. Astute critics hold that the book has been fairly consistently misread [1].
‘‘After George Steiner’s [13] extravagant praise in The New Yorker (‘‘the narrative tact, the perfect economy of
effect defy criticism’’), there was a predictable critical backlash, mostly a lot of patronising remarks about
Pirisig’s schoolboy solemnity and his potted summaries of the history of philosophy (quotation in Ref. [14]).
Rodino [1] concludes that this kind of the blame is itself often based on naive critical assumptions, due to
difﬁculty in distinguishing between the narrator and author of the book or a reluctance to admit any art
or ﬁction in the work. There are a number of critical articles (see Refs. [6,10,15], good selection in
Refs. [1,9,12,13,16]), which are on the whole positive (e.g. Ref. [17]), a rare totally hostile exception being
Hoffman; who complains of answers to pseudo-questions and ‘‘grandiose promises and undelivered goods’’
[18]. Some take Pirsig to task over issues such as the narrator’s difﬁculty with personal relationships [19],
especially with regard that with his son Chris [1,6,18]. I would risk that the poverty of this relationship is less
autobiographical than a rhetorical plot device to underscore the riven nature of the narrator and his ghost
Phaedrus. In support of this view: ‘‘Such ironic friction between the action and the commentary is precisely the
principle strength of the book as well as the cause of much confusion over it’’ [1]; and ‘‘This (emotional)
blindness is not a weakness y but is rather part of its overall plan’’ [16]. Pirsig’s use of a modiﬁed structure
from Goethe’s ‘‘Erlkonig’’ conﬁrms this view, confounding Pirsig’s more mealy mouthed moralising
detractors (e.g. Ref. [18]).
4. Themes
The narrative is interspersed with edifying Chautauquas2 and backtracking diatribes on Greek philosophy.
The latter he delivers with a driven anger, venom and vigour that are slightly disconcerting at ﬁrst. However, it
2
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may just be a literary device to drive otherwise unwilling readers to read the philosophy sections. On later
re-readings, I have skipped the non-philosophy sections, which does remove the rhetorical impact of the whole
text. Pirisg also upsets Platonists, with his ‘‘partial, inadequate and obtuse’’ reading of Plato [20]. Pirsig’s
motivation is the malaise of modern society, the alienation of self from technology, and thus from our
technological society:
Phaedrus’s philosophical thesis is not merely an hypothetical construct around which to drape the
narrative—on the contrary it informs every detail of the novel. His interest in philosophy is ethically
motivated, stimulated by his growing conviction that the deplorable quality of life in Western Society is
contingent upon its dualistic basis. Pessimism is an intelligible response to the intolerable schism between
fact and value and the consequent tyranny of science. Reason has installed itself as absolute arbiter of truth,
thereby trivialising all it does not accommodate: ‘‘Reason has become an inhuman, mechanical, lifeless and
blind force, death force giving rise to science and technology that somehow make you a stranger in your won
land’’. It becomes Phaedrus’s passionate, fanatical desire to dispose of reason and close this breach. His
strategy is not to retreat into subjectivity or irrationality, but to discover when and how reason ﬁrst gained
such power. For that will coincide with the inception of dualism—‘the solution to the problem isn’t that
you abandon rationality, but that you expand the nature of rationality so it is capable of coming up with a
solution’ [21, p. 34–35].
This reading of the text from Una Allis [21] is a strong re-statement of the central theme of the book. Pirsig
is not against technology or science, but rather the dominance of blind Reason (for a ‘scholarly’ development
of this theme, see Refs. [22,23]). This was against the prevailing mythos of the time. When he was teaching in
the 1950s, the Universities could well be described as The Church of Reason [8, p. 144], maybe now in our postmodern view we can see remaining Citadels of Reason within our Polyversity’s or Multiversity’s (as compared
with the old ‘uniﬁed’ University). I would hope for a wider Church of Ideas that could supplant the old Church
of Reason and open up the citadels.
Pirsig also considers the split between art and science: ‘‘The divorce of art from technology is completely
unnatural ‘‘y Rotisserie assembly is actually a long lost art of sculpture y’’ [8, p. 161]: drawing on this
passage Weiland [24, p. 304] concludes that; ‘‘artists and humanists have misunderstood technology by
overstating its ethical implications, its destructive inﬂuence on work and values’’. Pirsig disagrees with his
technophobic travelling companion John ‘‘about cycle maintenance;
not because I am out of sympathy with their feelings about technology. I just feel that their ﬂight from and
hatred of technology is self-defeating. The Buddha, the Godhead, resides quite comfortably in the circuits
of a digital computer or the gears of a cycle transmission as he does at the top of a mountain or in the petals
of a ﬂower’’ [8, p. 18].
I am unsure of how to equate the forceful rhetoric (see previous quotation from Una Allis above) against
dualism, with the facile mystical acceptance of the Buddha residing in the circuits of a digital computer.
See Ref. [2, p. 215] for a critical discussion of the metaphor of Buddha in Pirisig. After all the digital binary
code (0,1; yes and no; this or that; [8, p. 313] that forms the basis of the digital computer must be the most
pervasive and almost invisible aspect of occidental dualistic thought in our technological and computer-driven
lives. This fracture in Pirsig’s work becomes more visible when he talks of the Japanese term ‘mu’, meaning ‘no
thing’: ‘‘because we are unaccustomed to it we don’t usually see that there is a third possible logical term equal
to yes and no which is capable of expanding our understanding in an unrecognised direction’’ [8, p. 314].
Only our cultural bias Pirsig claims makes us scorn ‘mu’ as mysterious or esoteric and believe in the greater
value of deﬁnite answers. And the need for ‘mu’ answers suggest that even the metaphor of motorcycle
maintenance is an incomplete metaphor for non-mechanical activities [24, p. 308].
Every scientist has found a mu answer to an experiment designed to give a yes/no answer. The mu answer
is important: ‘‘It has told the scientist that the context of his question is too small for Nature’s answer y’’
[8, p. 315] This may deﬂect Weiland’s criticism in the above quotation, which also disregards that metaphors
are by deﬁnition always incomplete—otherwise they would not be metaphors; a metaphor may not be perfect,
and still be useful. For an interesting insight into Zen Buddhism and the differences between Western and
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Japanese thinking especially with regard science see Ref. [25]. The basis of binary computation and classical
Western Science is challenged by alternative logics to binary logic (X is either A or non-A): To understand the
place of Western Science in the global picture, we may have to consider the implications of the fourfold logics
of Hindusim3 [26].
5. Quality and reason
Pirsig tries to resolve his difﬁculties with dualism4 and the dominance of reason—the power of The Church
of Reason—with a rhetoric of an undeﬁnable (p. 225) pre-rational quality as the source of all experience. This
is the hardest part of the book to grasp and when he wrote it he sounded even madder than he would now (for
meanings of Pirsig’s Quality, see Refs. [19,30]). Maybe one reason he went ‘insane’ was due to his difﬁculties
here. The problem with value is that it resists logical deﬁnition, and no one can give ‘necessary and sufﬁcient’
conditions of value or Quality [17]. In order to understand Phraedrus’s position, it was helpful to conduct a
few breaching experiments on friends and colleagues: for example, I now accept that the ‘Problem of
Induction’ is not an issue, but an aid to understanding our human limitations and to avoid hubris. It is easy to
reject neo-Darwinist random natural selection as the sole explanation for Evolution [31]. More difﬁcult is the
rejection of binary logic as a complete and sound basis for thought and action. This is difﬁcult, as it appears to
be ‘hard-wired’ into our Western conditioning and is thus is often used unquestioningly. What possible beneﬁt
can be made from questioning binary logic? After all it is the basis for the whole of rational Western thought
and supports much of science and technology. An uncritical acceptance of binary logic may lead to Scientism.
I am more concerned with the psychological effect of accepting binary logic/simple dualities, rather than
denying any effectiveness in necessarily limited well-deﬁned systems. This is exempliﬁed by the dualities such
as ‘Subject/Object’ or ‘Nature/Society’—it is of note that echoes of Pirsig are too be found in Bruno Latour’s
trajectories of actant stabilisation gradients and actor-network theory [32]. Although no explicit mention of
Pirsig is made, these alternatives to simple dualities are exercises in his spirit—and may enable a new
understanding of his sometimes mystical Quality.
‘‘In the world of affairs (and particularly in the sciences that serve it) quality is a surrogate for certainty’’
[30, p. 792]. Quality must be reduced to numbers if is to be respected [33]. The potential dystopic consequences
of this derogation of Quality are examined in Ref. [3]. The ‘Positivistic’ deﬁniteness and seeming exactness
required for the use of binary logic may be in part responsible for the genocide and excesses of this and the last
century. Fascistic and racist thinking are derived from the absolutist ‘all Jews (Immigrants, etc.) are y’ type
thinking. See Ref. [34] for further discussion. That ordinary citizens participate in massacres and genocide is
well documented [35]. Thus, the way ordinary citizens are conditioned and taught to think and act is of vital
importance if we are to have a tolerant and civilised society. That these are results of the logic, not the use of
digital computer hardware, is demonstrated by the Nazi’s selection procedure for concentration camp victims
which used the precursor of the computer: IBM’s punch cards and sorting system [36, p. 11].
6. Binary logic
It does not follow that just because our digital computers are so primitive to have to use binary logic that
our brains are digital.5 Human brains appear to act more like Artiﬁcial Neural Networks,6 these functioning
3

‘‘The fourfold Hindu logic (with the extra forms: X is neither A nor non-A; nor both A and non-A; nor neither A nor non-A) is both a
symbolic logic and a logic of cognition’’ [26].
4
Further consideration of the use of the analytic knife Phaedrus wielded so deftly [27], producing such tidy dualisms, is that ironically
Quality itself has been divided by Pirsig himself [28] into structural and dynamical quality (see discussion in Ref. [29, p. 479]).
Furthermore, the more mystical aspects of Pirsig’s quality are avoided [30].
5
It has been claimed that our DNA and even our brains are binary but y ‘‘The language of DNA is digital, but not binary. Where
binary encoding has 0 and 1 to work with (2—hence the ‘bi’nary), DNA has four positions, T, C, G and A. Whereas a digital byte is mostly
eight binary digits, a DNA ‘byte’ (called a ‘codon’) has three digits. Because each digit can have four values instead of two, a DNA codon
has 64 possible values, compared to a binary byte which has 256 (http://ds9a.nl/amazing-dna/).
6
‘‘Neural networks take a different approach to problem solving than that of conventional computers. Conventional computers use an
algorithmic approach, i.e. the computer follows a set of instructions in order to solve a problem. Unless the speciﬁc steps that the computer
needs to follow are known the computer cannot solve the problem. That restricts the problem solving capability of conventional computers
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as analogue circuits. With the, at present long-off, advent of Quantum computing7 we will no doubt believe
that human brains are miniature mirrors of the cosmos; with events and thoughts being determined by
stochastic quantum sub-atomic processes (see Ref. [37]). This may well become a more dominant metaphor,
but will the eventual dominance of quantum computers mean that we will begin to think differently after
exposure to this distant possibility? A future ‘deﬁnition’ of Pirsig’s Quality could be the undecided state of a
quantum computer (or possibly quantum processes in the human mind). On the 60th Anniversary of ‘Zen and
the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance’ maybe Pirsig’s vision will ﬁnally come to full fruition.
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